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I. Introduction
Applied Research. Inc. has provided personnel to install and check
out the MSFC Beta experiment aboard the CV-990 aircraft at Ames Research
Center.
These personnel have participated in initial test flights during
June 1982, and have operated the equipment during test flights in July
1982 in the Caribbean. This is a report on these flights. This work
was done under Contract NAS8`34337.
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SUMMARY OF BETA FLIGHTS I AND 2
The components of the Beta system were unpacked at NASA-AMES
on I June 1982. Some of the crates had obviously been overturned in
transit since the vacuum oil had spilled out the top of the vacuum pump
and metal shavings were apparent throughout the laser/optics package.
The laser/optical package was cleaned with a vacuum after installation
In the aircraft. All installation was completed early on 4 June,
During the functional test of the system the laser would not operate.
It was discovered that the high voltage output tubes had been removed
before shipping. The tubes were located and installed and the laser
was tested again. It again would not operate. On 7 June, measurements
showed the positive power supply not functioning. A transistor and
resistor were replaced and the power supply operated properly. The
laser however would still not function. Measurements indicated high
voltage at the laser thus indicating a leak in the discharge tube.
A leak detector was located and the laser head was removed from the
aircraft. Evacuating the laser cavity and probing with Heli,)m revealed
a rather large leak in tile glass tube connecting tile refill valve to
the discharge tube. This was repaired with high voltage varnish and
the laser was refilled with the gas mixture to a pressure of 20 Corr.
The laser was installed in the aircraft again and a discharge was
struck At approximately the correct voltage (3500 volts). It appeared
to operate normally and produced 5 watts measured at tile telescope.
Alignment was completed and the total system was made ready for the
checkout flight.
The problem was then encountered when the Qomputer system would not
3function. The flexible disc component was removed from th, 	 yk and
re-connected to the system in order to have acciess for troubleshooting.
A connector , ias not making proper contact and was mated more firmly.
This enabled operation of the disc drive and it was re-installed. The
computer would still not operate however, and it was discovered that
a switch on the front panel of the computer had been broken off
apparently when the disc drive was removed. This happened because there
was so little space between the rack and the aircraft seat to maneuver
the disc drive unit. A replacement switch was located and installed
and the computer now functioned normally.
The first f light for the purpose of experiment checkout was flown
on 10 .Tune. The enclosed chart shows the flight path with a racetrack
pattern near Bakersfield being the primary data area. Also of interest
are the patterns in tl,:e warning zone north-east of Ames over the
Pacific Ocean at 26,000 .feet altitude where the air should be very
clean. This flight went well with single particles apparent to
26,000 feet. The second flight, on 14 June, was 0 first Beta flight.
A chart of the flight path is enclosed as well as a computer plot
of the actual flight path. The primary data area was over Owens Valley
near Dryden Research Center. This cons s Nd of eleven legs starting
at 1500 feet above ground level, climbing at 500 feet per minute up to
a final, altitude of 39,000 feet above sea level. Volume mode signals
of 1-2 db were evident on the spectrum analyzer up to 31,000 feet.
Single particle signals could be observed on both the spectrum analyzer, 	 4
^(by tuning it to the center frequency with zero scan width and observing
single particle blips) and the oscilloscope as the histograms developed
	 E
up to 39,000 feet. Three diskettes with apprtW,t,,ate` 1300 data items
Gwere used with the primary data taken with mirror switching periods Of
five seconds and level flight data taken with switching periods of ton
seconds. Fluctuations of 10-15% in laser discharge current were observed
during this flight. The occurence of the fluctuations was very irregular
and when the laser power dropped tile detector bias voltage would drop
through zero. This would cause the noise level at the processor to
fluctuate to an extent that thresholding for amplitude measurements
was at best intermittent. Increasing the bias voltage to a value 2-3
times normal alleviated this problem. Also the laser was not stable
and it was necessary to adjust the cavity length with the PZT drive
fairly often to stay on the P-20 transition, This could have been
caused by tile fluctuations in laser discharge current and/or improper
operation of the Lansing stabilizer.
The laser was turned on the day after the first Beta flight and
the power output was down significantly and lower laser discharge
current indicated that the pressure in the tube was up. The laser was
removed from the aircraft and put on the leak detector. The only leak
evident was a very small one in the vicinity of the Brewster window.
It was impossible to repair a leak there without disassembly of the
laser so the laser was pumped For approximately ten hours and filled to
18.8 torr, slightly lower than normal (20torr) so as to extend its
lifetime. Upon re-installation in the aircraft, laser power was measured
at 5.4 watts in the telescope.
Flight #3 occured on 16 June and was a JPT,/Radar flight. Except
for takeoff and landing, altitude was constant at 26,000 feet. on the
runway prior to takeoff, signal-to-noise was 30 db but dropped rapidly
after takeoff. Single particle signals were apparent at all times when
m.	 }
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not in the volume mode. Laser current fluctuations were much less
frequent than on previous Tights and frequency stability was better
and overall system performance was batter despite having low aerosol,
density in the atmosphere.
The fourth flight was the second Beta flight and Cook place on
17 June. The location is shown on the chart included and the flight
path similar to Bata #1 flight, starring at 8500 feet and executing
a racetrack pattern climbing at 500 feat per minute up to 39,000 feet
altitude. The airborne digita ,.L data acquisition (ADDAS) computer
input for true air speed was not available during the first half of
the data taking period and speed had to be put into the computer
manually but everything went very well. Again single particle signals
were apparent to the maximum altitude with volume signals up co 22,000
feet. The laser performed very well with only miner dischaa,ge current
fluctuations. The current was the same as the previous day indicating
constant pressure in the tube and power was up slightly to 5.6 watts
at the telescope.
OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The bias voltage on the detector varies inversely with ics current.
If laser current fluctuations or anyting else changes resulting in laser
power variations, the bias boltage will vary accordingly. This resultst
in a changing noise and signal Level at the signal processor. This
can be disastrous when signal amplitudes are the prime data point as
in the Beta ,system. A bias assembly can be obtained that will hold a
w
	 constant voltage with only the current changing as a funet;ion of local
oscillator power. Also, in conjuction w'!th this, as preamplifier that
has provisions for applying the bias to the detector through the Cirst
I6
stage can also be obtained. These changes would result in increased
signal-to-noise and a stable input to the signal processor.
Since the beta system is primarily and amplitude measuring system,
it is imperative that the laser have a constant mitput power level.
i
Improvements to the present laser system can be made by adding a
current regulating circuit to each power supply. This will eliminate
the ballast resistor networks and provide a constant current level to
Lhk•^ laser. If the existing power supplies prove not to be suitable for
the Beta experiment, much better supplies are available at a lower cost,
such as the Hypotroncs.
If it turns out that more extensive modifications can be made to
the Beta experiment, then substitution of the Hughes waveguide laser
would enable a great zeduction `in system size and weight by eliminating
x	 the separate cooler and power supplies. Recent experience indicates
the waveguide stays on one transition and should need only the Lansing
stabilizer to achieve excellent amplitude stability. Also the waveguide
lasers are amenable to isotope gas mixtures for operation at other
wavelengths. The spectrometer should only be necessary to determine
the laser output wavelength initially and need not be an integral part
of the total Beta package. Incorporation of the waveguide laser would
enable a significant reduction in the size of the laser/optics package
which is of great importance in a flight experiment.
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SUMMARY OF BETA FLIGHTS OVER CARIBBEAN
NASA-AME's Convair 990 was scheduled co leave Moffat Field on
Monday 12 July but was delayed one day because clearance for landing
at Kingston, Jamaica had not been received. The plane left: on
Tuesday 13 July and flaw directly to Miami, Data was gathered for
the duration of the flight. The computer crashed twice but came
back up right away, The laser had been pumped and refilled on Wednes-
day 7 July ac.d operated satisfactorily except for occasional currant
fluctuations.
On Wednesday 14 July, the 990 took off for Kingston, Jamaica.
Shortly after take off, the GFCI breaker to the laser rack tripped
r
shutt4 ng down that part of the system. The system was restarted after
resetting the breaker and shortly thereafter the decision was made
to return to Miami due to problems with #1 engine.
Repairs were made in Miami and on Thursday 15 July the 990 took
off once again for Kingston. When high voltage was applied to the
laser, it would only draw half the normal current, i.e. 10 ma C
3400 volts as compared to 20 ma 0 3400 volts normally. This was
probably due to moisture condensing on the equipment. After about
15-20 minutes it operated normally. Due to an oversight, the IF
gain and filter bias were not set initially and the data gathered
r
during the first part of the flight may be garbled. New settings
were entered at the beginning of the fourth floppy disc.
The flight on Friday 16 July out of Kingston was over Jamaica
with the first 30-40 minutes flown in circles until the L-Band radar 	 ^.
could by repaired. Beta data was gathered throughout the flight
.25
with the computer crashing three times and laser current fluctionw
occurring more frequently, varying from 17 to 22 me. A sharp blow
to either power supply would correct the problem momentarily, to
it appears that one of the power supplies is the cause gather than
the supply from the plane's converter.
On Saturday 17 July the flight was once again over Jamaica.
Data was taken continuously with no computer problems but laser
currant fluctuations were worse, varying from 1521 ma. The IF
gain had to be adjusted often in order to keel total particle count
in the renge of 10,000/2 seconds.
A direct .flight was made on Sunday 18 July from Kingston to
San Juan, Puerto Rico at 33,000 feet altitude. The Beta system
operated satisfactorily with the exception of the usual slow warmup
of the laser and persistent current fluctuations.
On Monday 19 July a L-Band radar flight was made over Puerto
Rico. At the end of the flight a Beta run was made starting at
26,000 feet and running the usual racetrack pattern climbing at
500 ft/minute.	 The run started witn Disc 2,00-7. There were no
clouds and the particle count was as low as 15--20/2 seconds. The
computer crashed at altitude 37,400 feet on item #465 and the run was
terminated.
The first Microwave Pressure Sounder (MPS) experiment run was
made on Tuesday 20 July. It was made over the ocean in an area as
clear of clouds as possible. The runs started at 500 feet above the
ocean and went up to 36,000 feet. Particle count was fairly high,
1.000-1500/2 seconds at 36,000 feet Laser current fluctuations were
4
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worse, varying from 13 to 21 ma.
The next flight was on Thursday 22 July over the Dominican
Republic with a stop at Santo Domingo for 3 hours for JPL public
relations activities, The laser appeared to be dying during the
flight back to San Juan so it was pumped and refilled after landing
at San Juan and operated satisfactorily for the remainder of the
trip. When first run after refill, the current was 20 ma at 3,150 volts
producing 4.5 watts.
The second MPS flight was made on Friday 23 July with the pattern
the same as before. GFCI breaker kicked out on the computer rack
shutting down the system. The computtr was reinitiated in time to
start the run at 500 feet above sea level with data taken up to
36,000 feet aa before. Laser current fluctuations con , inued to be
bothersome.
The last flight in the Caribbean area was made on Saturday 24 July
over the Dominican Republic again. The flight lasted 5 hours, all
at 26,000 feet.
The flight from San Juan to Denver was made on Monday 26 July.
Altitude was 33,000 feet and the weather was cloudy most of the way,
The Beta run was made at Danver's Stapleton Airport on Tuesday 27 July
with tike-off at 0630 hours. It was raining and clouds persisted up
to 39,000 feet. Tile racetrack pattern was run southeast of the
airport center as specified originally. The weather probably precluded
any correlated data from the ground stations. The flight back to
Moffet was a ,!- 39,000 feet.
The equipment was removed from the plane on Tuesday 27 July and
was packed as per instructions and left to be shipped back to MSFC
f.
via air freight, The data was packed in a protective container and
shipped via priority Government mail.
COMENTS
High humidity while on the ground caused slow laser warm up.
On two occasions air conditioning vans were provided one 'hour before
take off and this alleviated the problem. The laser power supplies
should berepaired to eliminate laser current fluctions. The cause
for the computer failures was not noted but was not particularly
troublesome.
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